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Yugoslav: Toponym or Ideology in 
Miodrag B. Protić’s Art-Historical Systematization 
of 20th-Century Art

Jasmina Čubrilo

“Aesthetic contemplation grew into ethical discontent, and ethi-
cal discontent into dissatisfaction with the existing view of life, 
into a feeling of – to use an expression of the Belgrade Surreal-
ists from 1930 – “one constant separation,” Fargue’s residency in 
elsewhere, not here, and into the desire to be there instead.” 

Miodrag B. Protić1

Introduction

Miodrag B. Protić (1922–2014) was a prominent figure in the artistic and cultural life of Serbia and 
Yugoslavia during the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. His upbringing and intellectual formation were deep-
ly influenced by French culture and modernism; he was a Francophile and a Francophone; a lawyer 
by education, professionally he was a painter, art critic and theorist of great erudition, with a precise, 
methodological style of thinking and writing. His public service includes being among the initiators, 
and then the first director of the Modern Gallery in Belgrade, which later became the Museum of 
Contemporary Art (MoCAB). With a firm belief in the enlightening and emancipatory power and 
role of modern art, he consistently defended the (high) modernist ideals of art’s autonomy, the uni-
versality of experience and understanding of art and the artwork, and the valuation of a work of art 
exclusively according to “human experience and sensitivity, through an approach immanent to the 
work”,2 because, by his thinking, only art that was free and autonomous could be truly progressive, 
that is, socialist.

Protić’s artistic education began when he moved from Vrnjačka Banja to Kraljevo in high school, 
in drawing classes taught by an Albanian, Vanđel Baduli, who studied under Ljuba Ivanović (1882–
1945) and Ivan Radović (1894–1973) at the Art School of Belgrade and who with his corrections to 
Protić’s first watercolors demonstrated to Protić the modernist postulate “create, don’t imitate.”3 In 
the period before and at the beginning of the Second World War, Protić had the opportunity to meet 
the Belgrade Surrealists Noje Živanović (1903–1944) and Marko Ristić (1902–1984). Noje’s spouse 

1 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Nojeva barka. Pogled s kraja veka (1900–1965), Beograd 2000, p. 108.
2 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Nojeva barka. Pogled s kraja veka (1965–1995), Beograd 2000, p. 206.
3 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), p. 79.
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Anđa Živanović taught Protić French at the Kraljevo gymnasium, lending him French books on 
painting from their personal library. Meanwhile Noje, “silent, skinny, tall and stooped”, helped 
Protić select watercolors for his first independent exhibition in the “gymnasium’s largest classroom.”4 
Marko Ristić spent the first years of the war, from the beginning of 1941 until his arrest in November 
of 1942, in Vrnjačka Banja, at a sanatorium run by Dr. Dragutin Živadinović, the father of his wife 
Ševa Ristić; Protić—who at the beginning of the occupation was still living with his parents in 
Vrnjačka Banja, where he would remain until early January 1943—became, despite his youth, close 
to the circles in which the Ristićs moved. His departure from Banja to Belgrade was also marked by 
his acquaintance with the Živadinović family. Dr. Živadinović, one of the most influential people in 
Serbia in the interwar years and an acquaintance of Protić’s father, gave Protić two letters of recom-
mendation: one addressed to his son Vuk, a banker, was meant to secure a job for Protić in Belgrade; 
the other, addressed to Toma Rosandić (1878–1958), rector of the Academy of Fine Arts, which was 
located in rented spaces of a house belonging to Marko Ristić’s mother’s family, was meant to open 
the doors of the Academy to Protić. The first letter brought Protić a position as a clerk in the Minjon 
factory in Voždovac, while the second letter went unused. He decided on Mladen Josić’s School of 
Painting, on the top floor of the Kolarac Endowment building, where in 1943 and 1944 Protić was 
taught by Zora Petrović (1894–1962), Franjo Radočaj (1902–1948), Jovan Bijelić (1884–1964) and 
Vinko Vitezica (1886–1974) as well as Josić (1897–1972); other students at the time included Radivoj 
Knežević, Boško Karanović, Ksenija Divjak and Olivera Galović.5 In 1945 he joined the Yugoslav 
People’s Liberation War. After the war, he unsuccessfully applied for a scholarship to study law in 
Paris (upon his father’s advice).6 He finally enrolled in the Faculty of Law in Belgrade, graduating in 
1950. In the meantime, he continued to paint and show his work at exhibitions organized by the As-
sociation of Fine Artists of Serbia,7 which he joined in 1948, avoiding the themes of war, revolution 
and reconstruction, taking instead a modernist approach to the plastic essence of the artwork and 
the integrity and autonomy of the language of painting. Throughout the 1950s his legal-administra-
tive career was connected to the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, in which his duties 
include artwork inspection and, later, head of the department of culture. As Minister of Education, 
Science and Culture under the government of Petar Stambolić (1951–1953),8 Mitra Mitrović showed 
an understanding for Protić’s reports, and likewise for the views promoted by important personages 

4 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), pp. 77–78, 90.
5 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), pp. 209–213. Aleksandar Tomašević and Stojan Ćelić, with whom Protić joined Samostalni 

in 1951, and in 1955 founded Decembarska grupa, studied under Josić in 1942. In 1943 Tomašević received work 
as a teacher in Badanj in Kopaonik, from which he departed in 1944 for the Ibar Partisan Unit, while Ćelić en-
rolled in painting school at the Academy of Fine Arts in 1943 and studied under Mihailo Petrov until 1944, when 
he temporarily interrupted his studies to join the Partisans. See Aleksandar Tomašević (ed. Ljubica Miljković), 
Galerija Rima, Kragujevac 2010, p. 17; Irina SUBOTIĆ, Ivana SIMEONOVIĆ ĆELIĆ, Stojan Ćelić, Beograd 1996, 
p. 209.

6 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), p. 259: “You studied (painting) fourteen years, four in grammar school, six in secondary 
school, two, after that, in Baduli’s class before graduating, two after that in Josić’s school with Bijelić and Zora. If 
you’re an artist—that is enough; if you aren’t—all is in vain. /.../ Study and get your degree in law, and prove that 
you’re an artist, and you’ll be an intellectual, not a Balkan bohemian; and if you don’t prove it—you’ll have as 
backup a university preparation and a noble vocation. Dr. Živadinović says that his son (Vane Živadinović Bor) 
and other well-known painters also studied law. And many writers and poets.”

7 The Association of Fine Artists in Belgrade was founded in 1919, and was active until the bombing of Bel-
grade on April 6, 1941; upon the liberation of Belgrade at the end of 1944, it recommenced activities; see Lazar 
TRIFUNOVIĆ, Srpsko slikarstvo 1900–1950, Beograd 1973, p. 455.

8 Radoš LJUŠIĆ, Ljubodrag DIMIĆ, Ratko MARKOVIĆ, Vlade Srbije. 1805–2005, Beograd 2005, p. 443.
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in the postwar Serbian and Yugoslav art world, such as Milo Milunović, Petar Lubarda, Milan 
Kašanin and Sreten Stojanović, about the vital need for an institution that would collect, preserve, 
study and exhibit the modern art that emerged in the territory of Serbia and Yugoslavia, thus reviv-
ing an idea from the 1940s about the establishment of the Modern Gallery.9 Between 1954 and 1958, 
when the People’s Committee of the City of Belgrade founded the Modern Gallery, Protić, with 
concealed or open support from the ministry, formally as its employee, and by conviction as a paint-
er and art critic, made a number of strategic moves: on the one hand, these goals were intended to 
revoke plans for upgrades to the Mortgage Bank, into which the National Museum had moved with 
purpose of exhibiting 20th-century art from its collection (including surveys of prominent artists, 
critics, historians, professors from the Faculty of Philosophy in Belgrade and the Association of Fine 
Artists of Serbia on the necessity of the Modern Gallery as an independent institution; negotiations 
with the directors of the National Museum in 1954), and, on the other hand, to continue with the 
establishment of the Modern Gallery (including the selection of the gallery’s founding committee in 
1955, charged with the task of determining its programming and structure according to national 
and international experience).10 Finally, in 1959, at the end of the decade, one year after the forma-
tion of the Modern Gallery, Protić is named its director, which meant leaving, or rather transferring 
his job to the minister Aleksa Čelebonović.

Simultaneously to his tenure at the ministry, in the 1950s Protić continued to develop his 
painting career, resulting in important shows, the most significant of which were the 2nd Tokyo 
Biennale in 1955 with Petar Lubarda, Oton Gliha, Marko Čelebonović and Edo Murtić; his first solo 
exhibition at the Art Pavilion in Belgrade in 1956; and exhibitions at the 28th Venice Biennale in the 
Yugoslav Pavilion together with Vojin Bakić, Marij Pregelj and Lazar Vujaklija, for which he received 
the UNESCO award. For the latter two shows he also received the City of Belgrade’s October Award, 
at the time a highly prestigious prize. As a painter and critic, he actively participated in the post-
socialist realism reorganization of the art world in Serbia and Yugoslavia, and in the determined 
promulgation of the ideas and language of modern art. For example, during a debate between two 
factions of the Association of Fine Artists of Serbia that culminated in 1951 when a small group of 
artists—prewar modernists opposed to the association’s dogmatic politics that were supported by 
the majority of its members, and in particular the arbitrary direction concerning creative-artistic 
issues—breaks off and organizes itself as Samostalni (Independents), Protić and his generation 
supported them. Likewise, as a founder and active member of Decembarska grupa (December 

9 In 1948 there was a competition for the building of the Modern Gallery on the left bank of the Sava River ac-
cording to Nikola Dobrović’s urban plan articulated in 1946 in the draft regulation of New Belgrade on the left 
bank of the Sava. Nevertheless, despite the prizes being distributed—first place went to architects Edvard Ravni-
kar and Veljko Kauzlarić, second place to architect Branko Petričić—the project was never realized; see Ljiljana 
BLAGOJEVIĆ, Novi Beograd. Osporeni modernizam, Beograd 2007, pp. 60–72, 220; http://www.citajteo.rs/index-
muzej-savremene-umetnosti.php (accessed: 12 March 2017).

10 The committee was comprised of Stanka Veselinov (sociopolitical worker of the Federal People’s Republic of Yu-
goslavia and the successive Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) as committee president; Miodrag B. Protić 
secretary; Veljko Petrović (a writer and at the time director of the National Museum); Oto Bihalji Merin; Milo 
Milunović (painter), who left due to other obligations; Đorđe Andrejević Kun (painter); Svetozar Radojčić; Pre-
drag Milosavljević (painter); Stevan Bodnarov (sculptor); Dobrica Ćosić (writer); Vlado Mađarić (conservator); 
and Aleksa Čelebonović (painter, art critic, and at that time founder of the Yugoslav section of the International 
Association of Art Critics and commissioner of the Yugoslav selection at the Biennale in Venice in 1957 and in 
São Paolo in 1958). All the members of the committee were from Serbia except Mađarić, who was from Croatia; 
see Muzej savremene umetnosti (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1965, p. 18.
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Group, 1955–1960), he continued to promote modernist ideas about an artwork/painting as a system 
organized according to its own rules. As Protić was of the opinion that “in 1951 art historians could 
not write criticism because they knew nothing of artistic practice and had not yet studied the 
philosophy of modern art,” he accepted the challenge, as he pointed out, of the tradition of the artist-
critic, intensified in the Serbian milieu (Nadežda Petrović, Moša Pijade, Petar Dobrović, Aleksa 
Čelebonović),11 and began to write art criticism for Lik, newspaper of the Association of Fine Artists 
of Serbia, for Nedeljne informativne novine [Weekly Informative News], whose circulation 
recommenced in 1951, and for Delo [Work], in which he entered into a debate with Grgo Gamulin 
and also a wider polemic on the relationship between modernism and realism led by Delo and the 
magazine Savremenik [Contemporary]. In 1955 he published his first book under the title Savremenici. 
Likovne kritike i eseji [Contemporaries. Art Criticism and Essays],12 which, although organized as a 
collection of Protić’s art criticism and essays on “artists of continuity”– in other words, a collection 
of monographic units—nevertheless anticipates, in a methodological and interpretive sense, the 
future systematization of modern art in Serbia and Yugoslavia.13 Finally, he spent the period from 
November 1953 until February 1954 in France on a Serbian governmental scholarship for professional 
and artistic development, and then on a scholarship from the French government in 1957.

In the early 1960s Protić was occupied above all with resolving key issues related to the Modern 
Gallery: the building, collaborators and collection. The offices of the Modern Gallery were from the 
outset located in the loft of 5 Obilićev Venac in an old part of Belgrade. At the end of 1959, a competi-
tion for the preliminary design of the Modern Gallery was held, and he received the entries by the end 
of January the next year (fig. 1). The architects Ivan Antić and Ivanka Raspopović won first place with 
their design, according to which the Executive Council of Serbia, as investor, began construction on 
the left bank of the Sava River, in the New Belgrade district,14 near the building of what was then the 
Central Committee of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia (today’s Ušće Tower). At the begin-
ning of May 1961, on the ground floor of a building by architect Miroslav Mirko Jovanović at 15 Pari-
ska Street in the old town, in close proximity to the Academy of Fine Arts (now the Faculty of Fine 
Arts), the Salon of the Modern Gallery was opened (after 1965, the Salon of the MoCAB)15 with the 
intention of exhibiting contemporary, that is current, trends in art not only in Yugoslavia but the 

11 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), pp. 348–349.
12 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Savremenici. Likovne kritike i eseji, Beograd 1955.
13 It deals with the artists whose works were represented in the exhibition Seventeen Works of Painting and Sculpture, 

1920–1940, held at the beginning of 1951 in the Gallery of the Association of Fine Artists of Serbia in Belgrade. 
This exhibition did not bear a national mark; because works were shown by artists who at the time lived and 
worked in Belgrade, regardless of their origins (Vinko Grdan), or artists who did not live in Belgrade but who 
actively collaborated with colleagues and institutions in Belgrade (Marino Tartaglia), and likewise because Bel-
grade was the administrative center of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia, one could conclude that if the 
exhibition had any character at all, it was a Yugoslav one.

14 In his memoirs Protić notes that despite his efforts he did not realize his intentions that the Modern Gallery moves 
into the new building in the old part of Belgrade, and that he consented to the New Belgrade location because 
one politician told him in confidence: “Today you’re losing time, tomorrow you could lose the Gallery, too!”; see 
PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), p. 513.

15 The newly erected building was intended as a residence and workplace for prominent artists and cultural work-
ers and their families. Among the first to live here were Ivan Tabaković, Stojan Aralica, Milenko Šerban, Ivan 
Radović, Predrag Peđa Milosavljević, architect Miroslav Mirko Jovanović and Živojin Zdravković, conductor 
and director of the Belgrade Philharmonic and professor at the Academy of Music. More on this subject: Irina 
SUBOTIĆ, Salon Muzeja savremene umetnosti. Prve decenije, Prilozi za istorizaciju Muzeja savremene umetnosti 
(ed. Dejan Sretenović), Beograd 2016, p. 178.
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world. It was Belgrade’s first “gallery with a modern conception”,16 with carefully prepared catalogues 
featuring an introduction, reproductions, a biography of the artist, a bibliography and all the details 
about the works displayed. In terms of collaborators in his new institution (the Modern Gallery and 
Salon), Protić wanted “new, young people” (he engaged, for example, Dragoslav Đorđević, Božica 
Ćosić, Jerko Ješa Denegri, Irina Subotić) who would develop professionally “alongside him and the 
selected program”.17 Finally, the question of what would constitute the future museum’s foundation 
was equated with the creation of “the most complete and most valuable collection of Serbian and Yu-
goslav art of the 20th century,”18 with a search for the right material, “works through which the main 
task of the Museum would be realized: the most convincing and objective visualization of all protago-
nists, epochs and poetics, Serbian and Yugoslav, of the 20th century”.19 It was not just a matter of the 
accessibility of the works and their prices, but also of the vertical structuring of the experience of 20th-
century art from the territory of Yugoslavia and its representation—in other words the performative 
potential of the selection, the argumentation and interpretation of which would realize a coherent 
narrative history of modern art. In that regard, Protić’s travel to America in 1963, on a research grant 
from the Ford Foundation, represents a highly significant moment for this projected goal. Meeting 
with Alfred H. Barr Jr., René d’Harnoncourt and the architect Philip Johnson, Protić gained an under-
standing of the ideological, structural, organizational and methodological principles of the Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA), using this to shape his vision of the MoCAB as a space for the articulation of 

16 SUBOTIĆ 2016 (n. 15), p. 175.
17 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), p. 514.
18 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), p. 515.
19 PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 1), p. 514.

1. Miodrag B. Protić in the office of the Modern Gallery in Belgrade with the model of the Museum 
of Contemporary Art (MoCAB), c. 1960
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knowledge about Serbian/Yugoslav/international modern art. Two years after the MoCAB’s opening, 
Protić initiates the book series Jugoslovenska umetnost XX veka [Yugoslav Art of the 20th Century]. 
The first volume, published in 1967, was Treća decenija. Konstruktivno slikarstvo [The 1920s. Con-
structivist Painting] (fig. 2), then followed Nadrealizam, socijalna umetnost. 1929–1950 [Surrealism 
and Social Art. 1929–1950] in 1969 (fig. 3); Četvrta decenija. Ekspresionizam boje, poetski realizam 
[The 1930s. Expressionism of Color and Poetic Realism] in 1971 (fig. 4); Počeci jugoslovenskog moder-
nog slikarstva. 1900–1920 [Beginnings of Yugoslav Modern Painting. 1900–1920] in 1972; Jugosloven-
ska skulptura 1870–1950 [Yugoslav Sculpture 1870–1950] in 1975; Jugoslovensko slikarstvo šeste de-
cenije [Yugoslav Painting of the 1950s] in 1980; and finally, after Protić’s retirement but conceived in 
the same way Jugoslovenska grafika 1950–1980 [Yugoslav Graphic Art, 1950–1980].20 Protić’s art criti-
cism grows into art-history writing and then gives way to editing books, but also to a major synthesis 

20 Treća decenija. Konstruktivno slikarstvo (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1967 (Ju-
goslovenska umetnost XX veka); Nadrealizam, postnadrealizam, socijalna umetnost, umetnost NOR-a, socijalistički 
realizam. 1929–1950 (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1969 (Jugoslovenska umet-
nost XX veka); Četvrta decenija. Ekspresionizam boje, kolorizam, poetski realizam, intimizam, koloristički realizam 
(ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1971 (Jugoslovenska umetnost XX veka); Počeci 
jugoslovenskog modernog slikarstva. Plenerizam, secesija, simbolizam, minhenski krug, impresionizam, ekspresio-
nizam. 1900–1920 (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1972 (Jugoslovenska umetnost 
XX veka); Jugoslovenska skulptura 1870–1950 (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1975 
(Jugoslovenska umetnost XX veka); Jugoslovensko slikarstvo šeste decenije (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savre-
mene umetnosti, Beograd 1980 (Jugoslovenska umetnost XX veka); Jugoslovenska grafika 1950–1980 (eds. Kosta 
Bogdanović, Ješa Denegri), Beograd 1986 (Jugoslovenska umetnost XX veka).

2. Treća decenija. Konstruktivno slikarstvo 
(ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Beograd 1967, book cover

3. Nadrealizam, socijalna umetnost 
(ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Beograd 1969, book cover



of 20th-century Serbian art published in 197021—as well as a survey Jugoslovensko slikarstvo [Yugoslav 
Painting], published in 1973, which he defined as “a study—a sketch of one possible synthesis of Yugo-
slav art of the first half of the 20th century” (fig. 5).22

On the other hand, in the 1960s Protić painted actively and exhibited his work in Yugoslavia and 
beyond (for example, in overview exhibitions of Yugoslav Art at London’s Tate Gallery in 1961, at the 
Museum of Modern Art in Paris at the end of 1961 and beginning of 1962, and with Gabrijel Stupica, 
Dušan Džamonja, Janez Bernik and Vjenceslav Rihter at the Eighth Biennial in São Paolo in 1965), and 
received awards at the First Triennial of Yugoslav Art in 1961, and in Rimini at the third exhibition of 
the Premio Morgan’s Paint. His artistic work entered overviews of contemporary art, such as Raymond 
Bayer’s L’esthétique mondiale au XXè siecle (1961) or, later, Ultime tendenze nell’arte d’oggi (1974) by 
Gillo Dorfles.

He became a corresponding member of the Yugoslav Academy of Sciences and Arts in Zagreb 
in 1966 with the painters Milo Milunović, Stojan Aralica and Petar Lubarda.23

21 See Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Srpsko slikarstvo XX veka, 1–2, Beograd 1970. Lazar Trifunović, in his doctoral disser-
tation Serbian Painting in the First Half of the 20th Century (1900–1950), defended in 1960 at the Philosophical 
Faculty of the University of Belgrade, undertook a pioneering project of art-history systematization and interpre-
tation, though the wider public were only to become acquainted with the findings of his research in 1973, when 
Nolit in Belgrade publishes Trifunović’s book; see TRIFUNOVIĆ 1973 (n. 7) .

22 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Jugoslovensko slikarstvo 1900–1950, Beograd 1973, p. 7.
23 For the conditions under which Protić was nominated to be a corresponding member of the Serbian Academy 
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4. Četvrta decenija. Ekspresionizam boje, 
poetski realizam (ed. Miodrag. B. Protić), 
Beograd 1971, book cover

5. Miodrag B. Protić, Jugoslovensko slikarstvo 
1900–1950, Beograd 1973, book cover
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Toponym or Ideology: the Trouble with an Adjective

In his art criticism and theoretical texts, as well as in his own painting, Protić tirelessly presented a 
belief in art’s autonomy, in the universal language of formal properties of art, and hence of the 
universality of the experience and understanding of a work of art. Protić’s critical and theoretical 
horizons, although shaped by the critical reception of the ideas of Lionello Venturi, Henri Focillon, 
Giulio Argan, Herbert Read, Clive Bell, Roger Fry and Thomas Munro, was ideologically very close 
to the paradigms of modernist art whose formulation is attributed to Theodor Adorno and Clement 
Greenberg, and which defines modernist art as experimental, innovative and autonomous creation 
by a subjective and rational individual. Its essence is to:

/…/ remind man how much the world is beyond his control and estranged from him, and 
to call on him to change; and secondly to calm man and replace that which his life has 
truncated, offering refuge, making possible his unification with the world, nature, as well 
as dialogue with the “other”.24 

Modern and contemporary art is, according to his thinking, authentically modern/contempo-
rary insofar as it possesses an international character and emancipatory potential, whereby he took 
international to mean the framework or even a condition for the realization of the emancipatory 
process. In permanent and thematic displays that focused on the work of art rather than the artist, 
and which were realized as a “chronological succession of poetic sequences” for the sake of the best 
possible uncovering and understanding of the epoch and its representatives,25 the adjective “Yugo-
slav” referred to, on the one hand, the political idea of the Yugoslav people, which was shared by 
intellectuals at the turn of the 20th century, while on the other hand, it referred also to the govern-
mental-territorial whole formed in 1918, which over the course of the 20th century was reorganized 
multiple times, along with its ideological-political constructs that produced positions of identity as 
well as the cultural and artistic space.

The year 1900, which Protić in the titles of his editions identifies as the chronological beginning 
of Yugoslav modern art, remains questionable. Other than the fact that it marks the beginning of the 
20th century, nothing happened in 1900 that could be interpreted as pivotal to the formation and 
representation of the idea of Yugoslav art, such as, for example, the Yugoslav Art Exhibitions (the first 
was held in 1904, the last in 1927), which were meant to confirm the idea of the Yugoslav cultural and 
artistic community as an individual cultural entity facing or in the relation to other European peo-
ples and cultures—a community that, while not entirely homogenous, nevertheless shared enough 
similar or even identical characteristics that make it possible to consider it a whole.26 From Protić’s 
texts, one has the impression that he in fact chose 1900 in a very conventional sense, and that he is 
speaking more of the time around 1900, when the processes of movement away from 19th-century 
tradition and academicism toward Impressionism and Pleinairism, Symbolism and Secession were 

of Sciences and Arts in 1967, and on the course of the negative outcome of the vote, see PROTIĆ 2000 (n. 2), pp. 
17–19.

24 Miodrag PROTIĆ, Iskaz autora, Poetika i simboli Miodraga B. Protića (ed. Svetlana Jovanović), Muzej savremene 
umetnosti, Beograd 2006, p. 15. 

25 Miodrag B. Protić (ed. Radmila Matić-Panić), Beograd 1983, p. 33; reprinted in: Prilozi 2016 (n. 15), p. 70.
26 TRIFUNOVIĆ 1973 (n. 7), p. 449.
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underway, and if a year must be chosen as the beginning of Yugoslav modern art, then it is, according 
to Protić, most certainly 1904 and the First Yugoslav Art Exhibition.27 On the other hand, 1900 as a 
zero year is legitimized by national historiographies that recognize in events such as participation in 
the World Exhibition in Paris28 and the Slovenian Art Exhibition29 symbolic moments indicating the 
emergence of modern tendencies in art or the separation of the modern from the traditional and 
academicism, and to which one could, in the discourse on Yugoslavism, ascribe the potential for 
anticipation of supranational artistic collaboration and an emerging cultural community, such as the 
Second Exhibition of Croatian Artists, which, in addition to showing the work of Menci Clement 
Crnčić and Alfons Mucha, also exhibited works from the just-concluded Slovenian Art Exhibition as 
a third segment.30

Likewise, one notices both in Protić’s editing of the series Yugoslav Art of the 20th Century and 
in his book on Yugoslav Painting between 1900 and 1950 that the adjective Yugoslav more closely 
determines/defines (modern) art and not the history of that art, which can be understood as the ap-
proach of a critic (and artist) who is systematizing poetic entities organized, indeed, into regular 
chronological entities—decades—and perhaps as the expression of a certain caution due to the com-
plex rhetoric of Yugoslavism.

The first question to be asked is whether we can identify the chronological and problem-oriented 
connection and systematization of “poetic entities” as the formation of an art-historical text/
narrative. Protić’s approach was based on a theoretical analysis and examination of the origin of the 
work of art, on a consideration of the work of art as one of the possible manifestations of a certain 
wider abstract structure. The point of departure for his theoretical, critical and/or historical 
interpretations of the work of art is grounded in Protić’s direct experience and the belief of a 
modernist painter that the poetic aspects of an artwork are immanent to it, integrated into the 
approach towards its creation and in the work itself. His interpretations were oriented toward the 
identification, description and explanation of artistic facts as aesthetic, and then toward the 
observation and interpretation of their relation to conceptualized, historically differentiated 
“families” of similar works of art on the one hand, and the recognition, description and explanation 
of artistic facts in relation to the social, cultural and historical context in which they emerge, on the 
other. The diachronic structure (inside of which Protić, in fact, holding to pluralism as a basic 

27 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Počeci jugoslovenskog modernog slikarstva, Počeci 1972 (n. 20), pp. 7–22.
28 TRIFUNOVIĆ 1973 (n. 7), pp. 11–12, 15, 448–449. For a more detailed critical analysis of the meaning of this ex-

hibition in the historiography, but above all of its significance in the cultural history of Serbia, see Simona ČUPIĆ, 
Teme i ideje modernog. Srpsko slikarstvo 1900–1941, Novi Sad 2008, pp. 12–13, 19–28.

29 Among the thirty or so artists featured at the First Slovenian Exhibition, the works of four—Ivan Grohar, Matija 
Jama, Matej Sternen and Rihard Jakopič—as those evidencing a tendency toward a modernist sensibility and 
manner of expressing that sensibility make this exhibition and year the symbolic beginning of modern Slovenian 
art; see Špelca ČOPIČ, Počeci slovenačkog modernog slikarstva, Počeci 1972 (n. 20), pp. 48–49, 190.

30 See Druga izložba Društva hrvatskih umjetnika u Umjetničkom paviljonu u Zagrebu, Umjetnički paviljon, Zagreb 
1900. In the historiography of modern art in Croatia, the year 1898 marks the beginning of the period when the 
First Croatian Salon was held in the Art Pavilion in Zagreb, which presented to the public works of the group of 
artists gathered around new, anti-traditional ideas, artists who a year earlier, led by Vlaho Bukovac, had separated 
from the Society of Artists (whose program during the 19th century was shaped by Izidor Kršnjavi) and founded 
the Society of Croatian Artists. See Božidar GARGO, Putevi modernosti u hrvatskom slikarstvu, Počeci 1972 
(n. 20), pp. 34–35, 189–190; Ivanka REBERSKI, Rađanje hrvatske moderne 1898. godine, Hrvatski salon 1898. 
100 godina Umjetničkog paviljona (ed. Lea Ukrainčik), Umjetnički paviljon, Zagreb 1998, p. 13; Petar PRELOG, 
Artikulacije moderniteta. Institucije, secesije, publika, Moderna umjetnost u Hrvatskoj, 1898.–1975. (eds. Ljiljana 
Kolešnik, Petar Prelog), Zagreb 2012, pp. 11–18.



principle, actually perceives phenomena synchronically) in Protić’s speculative connections between 
pictorial formalist analysis and theoretical languages (existentialism, structuralism, phenomenology) 
also implies an intention to interpret art in a given time period and spatial/territorial frameworks 
and the cultural-historical contexts that belong to them. In other words, he deconstructs critical-
theoretical writing about “poetic sequences” in an attempt or an initial move or a sketch or a proposal 
of an art-historical narrative: 

Innovation and the efforts of research /.../ of the cycles of 20th-century Yugoslav art /.../ it 
is not only according to that /.../ the selection of the works of one artist or another, but 
above all in the way they connect to stylistic sequences and the many stylistic sequences in 
the periods and epochs. /.../ Established poetic sequences lead to /.../ periodization /.../: if 
stylistic sequences are constituted by the selection of works, periods are constituted by 
stylistic sequences.31 

The conspicuous absence of a designation of the discipline in which the frameworks are de-
scribed, analyzed and interpreted, and the studied phenomena and concepts then systematized, 
does not imply disciplinary uncertainty or indecision, but rather can be interpreted as a result of the 
assumption of a scientific-theoretical framework for the study of art, an assumption that arises from 
a high esteem towards the object of study. 

On the other hand, Protić’s (enlightened, modernist) unquestioning belief in the neutrality and 
objectivity of theoretical approaches and scientific disciplines—due to which their anational 
character is postulated, or, more precisely, on the basis of which it is assumed that they make a 
national contribution to Science, which belongs to everyone—poses the question whether it makes 
any sense to ask whose history of art can be spoken of. Likewise, if the object of description and study 
were Yugoslav modern art and if its study were consistently realized from the position of a formal-
analytic, historiographical and comparative approach, would it then be logical to assume that this is 
a matter of a methodologically based, coherent narrative of the Yugoslav history of modern art? In 
the content of his series Yugoslav Art of the 20th Century, Protić implicitly announces such a narrative; 
at the same time, however, through the structure of the series he calls it into question, if not negating 
it: each edition of Yugoslav Art of the 20th Century is divided into individual presentations of the art 
of the old (prewar)/new (after the Second World War) Yugoslav cultural and artistic centers, and 
colleagues from related institutions in those centers were engaged as authors of review articles. In 
other words, the structure of each publication in the series repeated and reflected the political 
function of the federal state on the principle of the equal presentation of each republic. Does such an 
approach by Protić indicate the political insecurity of a public servant, who then decided to take a 
position compatible with the state-political order? Or was this approach a sign of an authentic 
respect for different identities rooted in their respective traditions, although in the framework of 
which it was simultaneously permitted to postulate, through the observation and mapping of their 
shared interconnections and influences that transcended the given identities, some new identity that 
would promulgate the idea of internationalism, or at least an established new tradition in socialism? 
How to understand “Yugoslav” in the syntagm Yugoslav art of the 20th century—as a toponym and/
or as an effect of the discourse on Yugoslavism, i.e. as an ideological construct? 

31 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Odnos predmeta i metoda, Jugoslovenska skulptura 1975 (n. 20), p. 13.
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Examination of the adjective Yugoslav’s meaning in the syntagm Yugoslav art encompasses 
questions of the origins of the relationship between the Yugoslav idea and art, and then of the mean-
ingful relations of ideologies/concepts of Yugoslavism and culture and art that developed within the 
discursive and material borders of Yugoslavia, and, finally, the meanings assigned or produced by 
Protić’s use, initiated by the conception and programming of the work of the museum, the goals and 
tasks of which were determined as: 

the collection of the best and most characteristic works of contemporary Yugoslav art; 
constant cooperation between republics; intensive international cooperation—the inclu-
sion of our art in world art and representation of world art in our milieu; affiliations (trave-
ling exhibitions, lectures, cooperation with schools, etc.); and the cultural-historical, so-
ciological, aesthetic and comparative study of Yugoslav art of the 20th century.32 

As we have seen, Protić viewed the beginnings of Yugoslav modern art in artistic phenomena 
whose modernity he interpreted not only from the perspective of formal problems and research, but 
also as a manifestation of the artist’s ideological-political position, represented by the organization 
of the First Yugoslav Art Exhibition in 1904 and the exhibition of the Yugoslav artist colony in 
1907.33 Paradoxically, upon creation of the unified state, the idea of an integrated Yugoslavism—one 
of the substantial ideas for the political conceptualization and formation of the new state, as well as 
for the legitimization of its centralist order and unified system of rule (particularly after 1929 and 
the establishment of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia)—ceases to be relevant among artists of the new 
generation in the way it was for the leading circle of artists of the previous generation. The reasons 
for this distancing from, or abandonment of, the idea of an integral Yugoslavism in the field of art in 
historiography are recognized in efforts directed towards the affirmation of the autonomy of modern 
art34 and the development of a contemporary supranational expression (the results of the influence 
of the Paris School’s international character, which produced paradigmatic, universal, anational 
models of modernism), as well as in new forms of collaboration between artists from different 
centers of the new state, focused mainly on affirming and institutionalizing the universal language 
of “form and color,” and the fundamental marginalization of “the anecdote, history”.35 After the 
First World War, the unified state became for artists primarily a geographical reality of wider 
cultural heterogeneity. This enabled broader, simultaneous, nomadic, and even strategically 
conceived, larger, more efficient representations of modernist ideas in art through exhibition activity, 
the joint work of artists, artistic-educational work, journal publication and the development of art 
criticism and theory. Careful study of the typology of the scene (which completely aligns with the  
narrative matrix of the epoch) even points to ideological-political disputes, re-examinations to the 

32 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Uvod, Treća decenija 1967 (n. 20), p. 4.
33 The exhibition of the Yugoslav artist colony was the result of disagreement, misunderstandings and factionalizing 

among artists after the First Yugoslav Art Exhibition, conditioned by various ideological positions: integral Yugo-
slavism supported by Nadežda Petrović, Ivan Meštrović, Paško Vučetić, Rihard Jakopič, Emanuel Vidović, Ferdo 
Vesel and Ivan Grohar in opposition to Yugoslav nationalism and even minimal Yugoslavism, supported by artists 
who formed the Lada Society.

34 See Aleksandar IGNJATOVIĆ, Između politike i kulture. Integralno jugoslovenstvo i likovna umetnost, Zbornik 
Seminara za studije moderne umetnosti Filozofskog fakulteta Univerziteta u Beogradu, 6, 2010, p. 15.

35 See Ana BOGDANOVIĆ, Umetničke veze između Beograda i Zagreba na primeru saradnje između Grupe umet-
nika i Proljetnog salona (1919–1921), Zbornik Narodnog muzeja, 21/2, 2014, p. 284.
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point of self-criticism of the multinational kingdom’s national identities, just as it shows that in fact 
“anecdote, description” are actually still relevant as elements of the individual peculiarities of 
national modernisms.36 Up until the beginning of the Second World War two more ideas could be 
mapped: the first was the idea of the Barbarogenius, a radical reconceptualization of the asymmetrical 
cultural relationship and politics of the identities of Europe and the Balkans in which a raw, authentic, 
pagan, fresh, healthy, Slavic, or more precisely Balkan energy and spirit was attributed with the 
power to reinvigorate and renew Europe’s withered, decadent and compromised culture and art, and 
which Micić fiercely proselytized in the context of Zenitism; and the second, which put the question 
of class and identity before the national question (social art). Finally, in the period after the Second 
World War, one can speak of several approaches: on the one hand there was the idealistic and official, 
which emerges from the revolutionary heritage and which refers to Yugoslav identity not as 
something national but rather as a modality, almost a class epithet,37 and on the other hand there is 
the practical approach, determined by the political and economic decentralization of the state at the 
beginning of the 1960s. Even a cursory and completely random glance at the large number of 
exhibitions whose goal was to present Yugoslav art (and culture) abroad from the beginning of the 
1950s—whether carefully planned survey shows that aimed above all to affirm the Yugoslav 
sociopolitical concept and process of the liberalization of cultural politics, or whether collective or 
independent shows by artists from socialist Yugoslavia in major international exhibitions (such as 
the biennales in Venice and São Paolo)—demonstrates that these two approaches, Yugoslav 
conceptualized as an anational class epithet and Yugoslav conceptualized as a collection of balanced 
representations of the federal (national) contexts, structured these presentations. On the other hand, 
judging by the numerous artistic (and other cultural) manifestations that were initiated in the 1960s, 
and which had a distinctly Yugoslav character (such as the Memorial for Nadežda Petrović in Čačak, 
the Autumn of Art in Sombor, the Triennial of Yugoslav Art in Belgrade, the Biennale of Young 
Yugoslav Artists in Rijeka and the Biennale of Yugoslav Graphic Art in Zagreb), one could say that 
the political powers endeavored to compensate for the effects of the institutional reorganization of 
space and discourse of Yugoslav federal socialism with the idea of Yugoslavism.38 Likewise, a range 
of texts by critics and art historians from different Yugoslav centers that refer to Yugoslav art attests 

36 See Ivanka REBERSKI, Realizmi dvadesetih godina. Magično, klasično, objektivno u hrvatskom slikarstvu, Zagreb 
1997, pp. 25–28; Igor KRANJC, Modernizem v obdobju diktature, Umetnost tridesetih let iz zbirk Moderne galeri-
je Ljubljana. Prvi študijski zvezek. 1928–1934 (ed. Igor Kranjc), Moderna galerija, Ljubljana 2004, pp. 4–29; Igor 
KRANJC, Umetnost v navzkrižjih utilitarnih nazorov, Umetnost tridesetih let iz zbirk Moderne galerije Ljubljana. 
Drugi študijski zvezek. 1935–1937 (ed. Igor Kranjc), Moderna galerija, Ljubljana 2006, pp. 5–18; ČUPIĆ 2008 (n. 28); 
Petar PRELOG, Problemi samoprikazivanja. Umjetnost i nacionalni identitet u međuratnom razdoblju, Moderna 
umjetnost 2012 (n. 30), pp. 236–257; Asta VREČKO, Vzpostavljanje nacionalnega izraza v delovanju Kluba neod-
visnih slovenskih likovnih umetnikov, Ars & Humanitas. Revija za umetnost in humanistiko, 9/2, 2015, pp. 84–105; 
Asta VREČKO, In Search of the National. Slovenian Art in the 1930s, Art and its Responses to Changes in Society, 
Newcastle upon Tyne 2016, pp. 130–151.

37 Dejan JOVIĆ, Jugoslavija – država koja je odumrla. Uspon, kriza i pad Četvrte Jugoslavije (1974–1990), Beograd 
2003, pp. 37–58; 119–154.

38 Ješa Denegri interprets the numerous exhibitions of a Yugoslav character and grouping of participants (even if 
that character was not announced in the exhibition title) that were organized throughout the existence of the uni-
fied state in its various cities, such as Zadar, Dubrovnik, Zrenjanin, Zenica, Banja Luka, Tuzla and Slovenj Gradec 
(in addition to the aforementioned), as a move that contributed to the “demetropolization of the Yugoslav cultural 
space”; see Ješa DENEGRI, Ideologija postavke Muzeja savremene umetnosti. Jugoslovenski umetnički prostor, Beo-
grad 2011, pp. 18–19.
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to the fact that Protić was not the only one to use this syntagm.39

The concept and structure of Protić’s series on Yugoslav 20th century art, as well as of his book 
on Yugoslav painting between 1900 and 1950, are based on his respect and acceptance of a pluralism 
of statements and his firm belief in the emancipatory potential of the international language of art. 
The use of the adjective Yugoslav refers to the geographic entity and to the framework of the state-
political identity within the context of which ethnic cultures exist and develop, functioning without 
interference and cooperating amongst each other. For Protić, Yugoslav, besides referring to a pluri-
central cultural and artistic space, also refers to one stage in the dialectical movement from the 
particular and local to the universal and international. In that movement, in which the local/ethnic 
is generalized through the language of art and form into the plural Yugoslav, respectively into the 
international, in the process changing and contributing to the enrichment and constructive devel-
opment of both the Yugoslav/supranational and international alike, Protić saw a liberating potential 
for all involved in those processes: just as the local is emancipated by internationalization, so the 
international, through the modifying effects of recognizing and absorbing the local successfully 
continues along its line of progress. In other words, from all of the aforementioned, it emerges that 
for Protić Yugoslav is a product of, on the one hand, an intersection of discourses of an enlightened 
liberal-democratic provenance (with occasional statements of critical skepticism toward some of its 
aspects), and a blend of ideologies of a minimal and socialist Yugoslavism on the other (in spite of 
the fact that he takes as the starting points of modern art manifestations that emerged from an ideol-
ogy of an integral Yugoslavism). 

The MoCAB’s Yugoslav orientation took precedence, if not conditioned by, then certainly com-
patible with, the ideological conceptualization of New Belgrade as the main administrative and ex-
ecutive center of the newly established socialist Yugoslavia, as well as with the fact that even the first 
urban plans included a building intended for the collection, documentation and representation of 
the “Yugoslav people’s” modern/contemporary art—one more in a string of symbolic affirmations of 
the new movement, its relevance, atemporality and realization of the future in the present moment.40 
On the other hand, this orientation gave Protić the opportunity for Serbian modern art to receive 
more adequate, complete, complex scientific-theoretical interpretation with respect to its concep-
tual, formal, exhibitional, (un)official and (non)institutional interconnection with phenomena in 
the artistic and cultural centers of Yugoslavia: 

I defended that concept (then and later) from complaints that it meant a smaller exhibition 
space for Serbian art, that similar institutions in other national milieus do not show Ser-
bian artists, that Yugoslavism in culture should be ‘their’ responsibility as well, not just 

39 For example, Vera HORVAT PINTARIĆ, Pittura jugoslava d’oggi, La Biennale di Venezia, 35, 1959, pp. 15–24; Vera 
HORVAT PINTARIĆ, Jeunes artistes Yugoslaves, IIIé Biennale de Paris, Musée d’art moderne de la ville de Paris, 
Paris 1963; Vera HORVAT PINTARIĆ, Suvremena jugoslavenska umjetnost, Civiltà delle macchine, 12/3, 1964, pp. 
37–47; Vera HORVAT PINTARIĆ, Suvremena jugoslavenska umjetnost, Razlog, 5, 1964, pp. 455–465 reprinted in: 
Vera HORVAT PINTARIĆ, Kritike i eseji 1952.–2002. Izbor, Zagreb 2012, pp. 203–210; Matko MEŠTROVIĆ, Oso-
bitost i univerzalnost. Jedan pogled u jugoslavensko slikarstvo posljednjeg decenija, Kolo, 2, 1964, pp. 64–70; Matko 
MEŠTROVIĆ, Od pojedinačnog općem, Zagreb 1967 (reprint Zagreb 2005); Vera HORVAT PINTARIĆ, Dimenzije 
slike. Tekstovi iz suvremene umjetnosti (ed. Zvonko Maković), Zagreb 2004, pp. 77–83.

40 For more on the conceptualization of the time in revolutionary societies, see Boris GROYS, The Total Art of Stalin-
ism, Princeton 1992, pp. 14–74; Boris GROYS, Beyond Diversity. Cultural Studies and Its Post-Communist Other, 
Art Power (ed. Boris Groys), Cambridge, MA-London 2008, p. 154.
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‘ours,’ etc., and added that it is a shame that we cannot move forward and exhibit both 
Serbian and Yugoslav art in the context of the respective periods and poetics of European 
art.41 

In this way the MoCAB, in Protić’s words, became for him as a critic an opportunity to 
“reconstruct, in our circumstances—in which modern art had not been studied in the fullest sense—
the developmen tal process of Serbian and Yugoslav art of the 20th century,”42 and to present, by 
editing the series on the Yugoslav art of the 20th century and writing the book Yugoslav Painting 
1900–1950, the results of his research in a different medium, as a text/book, and in a different sphere, 
the scientific-theoretical. Protić often highlighted this vertical of Serbian art–Yugoslav art–
international art, defending the Yugoslav orientation of the MoCAB as an adequate and necessary 
framework for understanding Serbian modern art (and thus the book entitled Srpska arhitektura. 
1900–1970 [Serbian Architecture, 1900–1970] will be published as part of the series on the Yugoslav 
art of the 20th century).43 Of course, such an explanation could be interpreted as the result of a 
pragmatic approach in an atmosphere that saw the beginnings of the political and ideological 
processes of the disintegration of Yugoslav socialist unity, which had included (at least in Tito’s 
vision) the idea of a socialist country and the idea of a country of South Slavs, and in the direction of 
the strengthening of the idea of distinctive nations, i.e. the idea of the completeness of the nations, 
on the one hand, and advocating for the state’s decentralization, i.e. the socialization of the state,44 
the gradual replacement of the existent with the new, toward a classless and stateless society, on the 
other hand45—in other words, his explanation can be viewed from a different angle, in relation to the 
problematization of the Yugoslav answer to the Serbian (or Slovenian, or Croatian) question, and 
likewise the monopoly of power belonging to the nationally mixed yet centralized Party and the 
established system of rule, from the beginning of the 1960s. 

The noun Yugoslavia (and the adjective Yugoslav) became the ideological keyword of the 20th 
century, a signifier that was omnipresent in public discourse. As with every signifier, it too acquired 
its identity through association with other existing signifiers, i.e. through the articulation of signi-
fiers. Considering that a large number of speakers in the public sphere, members of different influ-
ential groups, invested meaning in this word in the interest of those groups, in the end the word 
became polysemic, a floating signifier (it lacks a written meaning; its concrete meaning is empty 
until a discourse invests it with its own interpretation), or even an empty signifier (a signifier with-
out a sign that expresses the impossibility of signification).46 Protić’s interpretation of the Yugoslav 

41 Miodrag B. Protić 1983 (n. 25), p. 30; reprinted in: Prilozi 2016 (n. 15), p. 64.
42 Miodrag B. Protić 1983 (n. 25), p. 27; reprinted in: Prilozi 2016 (n. 15), p. 59. In 1960, Lazar Trifunović defended 

his doctoral thesis on the theme of Serbian painting in the first half of the 20th century. See above.
43 Srpska arhitektura 1900–1970 (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beograd 1972. In addition, 

Protić edited a three-volume collection of essays on Serbian art theory and criticism between 1900 and 1950: 
Ideje srpske umetničke teorije i kritike. 1900–1950 (ed. Miodrag B. Protić), 1–3, Beograd 1980–1981. In the year 
that he retired from his position as director, the Museum of Contemporary Art published Nova umetnost u Srbiji. 
Pojedinci, pojave i grupe. 1970–1980 (eds. Ješa Denegri, Jadranka Vinterhalter), Muzej savremene umetnosti, Beo-
grad 1983. Likewise, Protić gave his systematization of Serbian painting; see PROTIĆ 1970 (n. 21).

44 Dejan JOVIĆ, Communist Yugoslavia and Its “Others”, Ideologies and National Identities. The Case of Twentieth-
Century Southeastern Europe (eds. John Lampe, Mark Mazower), Budapest 2004, p. 283.

45 JOVIĆ 2003 (n. 37), pp. 132–154.
46 Ernesto LACLAU, Why do Empty Signifiers Matter to Politics?, Emancipation(s) (ed. Ernesto Laclau), London-
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in the syntagm Yugoslav art (of the 20th century) derived from different ideological positions  
(enlightened-liberal and socialist) and was structured by and subject to his belief in the universal, 
guiding, emancipatory, noble role of art in society; it was coherent and direct in matters of artistic 
production, and indirect, more implicit in relation to scientific-disciplinary and theoretical articu-
lation. Thus, tracing the ideological context in which the MoCAB originates, as well as its Yugoslav 
conception as represented by its collection, permanent exhibition and “scholarly exhibitions”47 and 
their accompanying editions, one can defend the hypothesis that the ambitious, expert work on the 
MoCAB’s conception and programming generated a narrative of the history of Yugoslav art of the 
20th century, and also that the narrative, “reconstruction” and clearly methodologically articulat-
ed “systematization” were conceptually Yugoslav, just as the art that was the object of study.48

New York 2007, pp. 36–46. Ljiljana Kolešnik also speaks of the term “Yugoslav art” as an empty signifier, and says 
that the syntagm “Yugoslav art scene” points to an array of artistic phenomena loosely connected by a certain 
understanding of modernity that within the Yugoslav cultural space had a normative value until the end of the 
1960s; see Ljiljana KOLEŠNIK, Hrvatska poslijeratna moderna umjetnost u jugoslavenskom kontekstu, Socijalizam 
i modernost. Umjetnost, kultura, politika 1950.–1974. (ed. Ljiljana Kolešnik), Muzej suvremene umjetnosti, Zagreb 
2012, p. 135.

47 Miodrag B. PROTIĆ, Deset godina Muzeja savremene umetnosti u Beogradu. 1965–1975, Beograd 1975, p. 5.
48 The research and the completion of this study have been conducted in the scope of the project Serbian Art of 

the 20th Century: National and Europe, which has been funded by the Ministry of Education and Science of the 
Republic of Serbia. 
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Jugoslovansko: toponim ali ideologija v umetnostnozgodovinski 
sistematizaciji umetnosti 20. stoletja v besedilih Miodraga B. Protića

Povzetek

Prispevek analizira ideološke okvire in zgodovinski kontekst v pred- in povojni Jugoslaviji, v katerih je 
Miodrag B. Protić (1922–2014) začel in uresničeval umetnostnozgodovinsko sistematizacijo umetnosti 20. 
stoletja. Protićevo delo je v veliki meri povezano z ustanovitvijo in delovanjem Muzeja sodobne umetnosti 
v Beogradu leta 1965. Avtorica problematizira uporabo pojma jugoslovansko v sintagmi jugoslovanska 
moderna umetnost. Pojem interpretira kot večpomenski, saj so njegove pomene izoblikovali različni 
diskurzi o jugoslovanski umetnosti in kulturi. V prispevku so predstavljeni in analizirani učinki uporabe 
tega pojma v Protićevih delih.

Miodrag B. Protić je bil pomembna osebnost kulturnega življenja Srbije in Jugoslavije v petdesetih, 
šestdesetih in sedemdesetih letih 20. stoletja. Odrastel je pod vplivom francoske kulture in modernizma, 
pod katerim se je tudi intelektualno izoblikoval. Bil je frankofil in frankofon. Po izobrazbi je bil pravnik, 
deloval pa je kot slikar, likovni kritik in teoretik, za katerega je bil značilen metodičen in pronicljiv kriti-
ški slog. Bil je eden od glavnih pobudnikov ustanovitve beograjske Moderne galerije oziroma Muzeja za 
sodobno umetnost in njegov prvi ravnatelj. Ker je bil trdno prepričan v prosvetljeno in emancipatorsko 
vlogo moderne umetnosti, je verjel v (visoko)modernistične ideale o avtonomiji umetnosti, univerzal-
nosti njenega doživljanja, razumevanju umetniškega dela in umetnosti ter vrednotenju umetniških del 
izključno z vidika umetniške vrednosti dela. Verjel je namreč, da je napredna oziroma socialistična lahko 
le umetnost, ki je povsem svobodna in avtonomna. Protić je bil v svojih idejah blizu paradigmi moderni-
stične umetnosti, ki je modernizem opredeljevala kot eksperimentalno, inovativno in avtonomno ustvar-
jalnost subjektivnih in racionalnih posameznikov. Prav tako je menil, da je moderna/sodobna umetnost 
avtentično moderna/sodobna le, če je mednarodnega značaja, pri čemer je koncept mednarodnega poj-
moval kot okvir ali predpogoj za emancipacijo. 

Leta 1959 – leto po ustanovitvi Moderne galerije, h kateri je kot uslužbenec Ministrstva za prosveto, 
znanost in kulturo Ljudske republike Srbije pomembno prispeval – je bil Protić imenovan za njenega 
direktorja. S tem je dobil priložnost, da uporabi svoje izkušnje in dobro poznavanje modernističnega 
slikarstva ter razviti čut za kritiko in teorijo umetnosti ter se ne posveti le konceptualiziranju muzeja 
samega, marveč prispeva tudi k umetnostnozgodovinskemu diskurzu in sintezi moderne umetnosti 
jugoslovanskega prostora. Do odhoda z mesta direktorja 1980 je v Muzeju sodobne umetnosti pripravil 
koncepte za več pomembnih študijskih razstav, ki so jih spremljali katalogi, izdani v knjižni seriji 
Jugoslovenska umetnost 20. veka. Razstave, ki so se osredotočala na umetnine in ne na umetnike, so 
bile z namenom, da bi učinkovito predstavile posamezna obdobja modernizma in njihove predstavnike, 
zasnovane kot »kronološko izmenjavanje poetičnih serij«. Protićev pristop je temeljil na teoretični 
analizi in proučevanju geneze umetnin, na študiju umetnine kot ene od možnih manifestacij posamezne, 
širše abstraktne strukture. Izhodišče Protićevih teoretičnih, kritičnih in umetnostnozgodovinskih 
interpretacij umetnin je utemeljeno na podlagi osebnih izkušenj in prepričanj modernistov, da so poetični 
vidiki umetniških del imanentni delu samemu ter integrirani v umetniško delo in proces njegovega 
ustvarjanja. V interpretacijah se je usmerjal k identificiranju, opisovanju in razlagi umetniških dejstev 
kot estetskih, na eni strani v smislu opažanja in interpretacije njihovih odnosov do konceptualiziranih, 
zgodovinsko opredeljenih »družin« podobnih umetniških del, na drugi strani glede na čas, v katerem 
so nastala, in pripadajočo mu zgodovino. V diahronični strukturi (znotraj katere Protić, upoštevajoč 
pluralizem kot osnovno načelo, pojave spoznava pravzaprav sinhrono) Protićevih spekulativnih povezav 
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likovno-formalne analize s teoretičnimi jeziki (eksistencializmom, strukturalizmom, fenomenologijo) 
je namera, da bi proučeval umetnost v določenem časovnem obdobju, prostorsko/geografskih okvirih 
in njim pripadajočih kulturnozgodovinskih kontekstih oziroma da bi dekonstruiral kritiško-teoretsko 
pisanje o »poetičnih serijah« v poskus, osnutek, »skico« ali predlog umetnostnozgodovinskega narativa. 
Pozornost vzbuja odsotnost poimenovanja smeri (jugoslovanska umetnost 20. stoletja in ne npr. 
zgodovina jugoslovanske umetnosti 20. stoletja), v okvirih katere se opisujejo, analizirajo, interpretirajo 
in nato sistematizirajo proučevani fenomeni in koncepti, kar pa ni posledica strokovne negotovosti ali 
neodločnosti, temveč prej samoumevnosti znanstveno-teoretičnega okvira, v katerem poteka proučevanje 
umetnosti, in samoumevnosti produkcije s spoštovanjem do predmeta proučevanja.

Jugoslovanska orientiranost beograjskega Muzeja sodobne umetnosti je bila, če že ne povsem pogojena, 
pa vsekakor skladna z ideološkim pojmovanjem Novega Beograda kot glavnega administrativnega in 
upravnega središča novonastale socialistične Jugoslavije kot tudi z dejstvom, da so že prvi urbanistični 
načrti vključevali zgradbe, namenjene zbiranju, dokumentiranju in reprezentiranju moderne oziroma 
sodobne umetnosti »jugoslovanskega naroda« kot še enega doprinosa v vrsti simbolnega potrjevanja 
novega reda. Ta orientacija je po Protiću prinašala možnost, da srbska moderna umetnost dobi 
primernejšo, popolnejšo, kompleksno znanstveno-teoretično interpretacijo, upoštevajoč tako njeno 
konceptualno, formalno, razstavno, (ne)uradno, (zunaj)institucionalno prepletanje s pojavi v umetniških 
in kulturnih središčih Jugoslavije kot tudi osebne, poklicne in zasebne stike umetnikov iz jugoslovanskega 
kulturnega prostora, ki so pogosto nastali, se oblikovali in utrdili v mednarodnem ozračju evropskih 
umetniških in kulturnih centrov. 

Po drugi strani pa Protićevo (razsvetljensko, modernistično) brezpogojno prepričanje v nevtralnost 
in objektivnost teoretičnih pristopov in znanstvenih disciplin, zaradi katerih se predpostavlja njihov 
breznacionalni značaj ali, natančneje, na osnovi katerih se predpostavlja nacionalni doprinos k Znanosti, 
ki pripada vsem, sproža vprašanje, ali se je smiselno spraševati, o čigavi umetnostni zgodovini govorimo. 
Če je bila jugoslovanska moderna umetnost predmet opisovanja in proučevanja in če je njeno raziskovanje 
potekalo dosledno s stališča zgodovinopisnega, formalno analitičnega in primerjalnega pristopa, ali bi bilo 
logično sklepati, da gre za neki metodološko utemeljen, koherenten narativ »jugoslovanske« zgodovine 
moderne umetnosti? Protić je z vsebino knjižne serije Jugoslovenska umetnost 20. veka implicitno 
najavil ta narativ, vendar pa ga je obenem z njeno strukturo, če že ne zanikal, prav zagotovo postavil 
pod vprašaj: vsak katalog je razdrobljen na posamezne predstavitve umetnosti jugoslovanskih starih/
novih kulturno-umetniških središč, avtorji preglednih člankov pa so bili kolegi in kolegice iz sorodnih 
ustanov iz omenjenih središč. Z drugimi besedami, struktura vsakega kataloga znotraj serije je ponavljala 
in odsevala politično delovanje federativne države po načelu t. i. republiškega ključa in tako predstavljala 
ozračje političnih in ideoloških procesov razpadanja jugoslovanske socialistične skupnosti, sproženih na 
začetku šestdesetih let 20. stoletja.

Protićeva interpretacija jugoslovanskega v besedni zvezi jugoslovanska umetnost (20. stoletja) je 
izvirala z različnih ideoloških stališč (razsvetljensko-liberalnega in socialističnega), strukturirana je 
bila po njegovem prepričanju, da ima umetnost v družbi univerzalno, pionirsko, emancipacijsko in 
plemenito vlogo, in je temu podrejena; ko se je njegova interpretacija nanašala na umetniško produkcijo, 
je bila koherentna, samozavestna in neposredna, v odnosu do znanstveno-strokovne in teoretične 
artikulacije pa je bila posredna, bolj implicirana. Če torej upoštevamo ideološki kontekst, v katerem 
so nastali Muzej sodobne umetnosti in njegovi jugoslovanski koncepti, ki so bili predstavljeni z zbirko, 
stalno in študijskimi razstavami ter njihovo spremno zbirko publikacij, lahko zagovarjamo hipotezo, da 
je ambiciozno strokovno delo na zasnovi in programu Muzeja sodobne umetnosti generiralo narativ 
zgodovine jugoslovanske umetnosti 20. stoletja, kot tudi to, da je bil ta narativ (tj. »rekonstrukcija«, 
»sistematizacija«), ki je metodološko jasno artikuliran, jugoslovanski le konceptualno, ravno tako kot 
umetnost, ki je bila predmet raziskovanja. 


